Due to its high level of innervation, the lumbar facet capsular ligament (FCL) is suspected to play a role in low back pain (LBP). The nociceptors in the lumbar FCL may experience excessive deformation and generate pain signals. As such, understanding the mechanical behaviour of the FCL, as well as that of its underlying nerves, is critical if one hopes to understand its role in LBP. In this work, we constructed a multiscale structure-based finite-element (FE) model of a lumbar FCL on a spinal motion segment undergoing physiological motions of flexion, extension, ipsilateral and contralateral bending, and ipsilateral axial rotation. Our FE model was created for a generic FCL geometry by morphing a previously imaged FCL anatomy onto an existing generic motion segment model. The fibre organization of the FCL in our models was subject-specific based on previous analysis of six dissected specimens. The fibre structures from those specimens were mapped onto the FCL geometry on the motion segment. A motion segment model was used to determine vertebral kinematics under specified spinal loading conditions, providing boundary conditions for the FCL-only multiscale FE model. The solution of the FE model then provided detailed stress and strain fields within the tissue. Lastly, we used this computed strain field and our previous studies of deformation of nerves embedded in fibrous networks during simple deformations (e.g. uniaxial stretch, shear) to estimate the nerve deformation based on the local tissue strain and fibre alignment. Our results show that extension and ipsilateral bending result in largest strains of the lumbar FCL, while contralateral bending and flexion experience lowest strain values. Similar to strain trends, we calculated that the stretch of the microtubules of the nerves, as well as the forces exerted on the nerves' membrane are maximal for extension and ipsilateral bending, but the location within the FCL of peak microtubule stretch differed from that of peak membrane force.
Introduction
Low back pain is a major health issue with unknown aetiology in the majority of cases [1] . The lumbar facet capsular ligament (FCL) is a possible cause of low back pain due to its rich innervation and potential for excessive neuronal deformation during joint overuse and/or trauma [2] . The FCL has also been suggested as a participant in a deleterious neuromuscular cascade leading to low back pain [3] .
The FCL spans the posterior facets of adjacent vertebrae within the lumbar spine. The FCL's extracellular matrix (ECM) contains irregularly arranged and/ or aligned type I collagen fibres embedded in a hydrated ground matrix of various biomacromolecules [4] . The fibres' stiffness, as well as the tissue architecture, has been shown to be a significant factor in determining the tissue's mechanical behaviour, on both the macroscopic and the microscopic scales [5] . The unique anatomy of the FCL and the wide range of physiological motions performed by the spine further complicate the mechanics. Additionally, although mainly oriented across the facet joint direction, the collagen fibres in the FCL show a heterogenous organization throughout the tissue. Thus, understanding the FCL's complex mechanical response to spinal motions necessitates a multiscale, structure-based computational approach that ties the tissue's microstructure to its mechanical response.
The interaction between nerve fibres (axons) and the ECM constituents of the FCL is responsible for the transmission of deformations and forces from the ECM to the axons. Accordingly, the strain acting on the axon is significantly modulated by the deformation and the architecture of its surrounding ECM [6] . The neural response of mechanoreceptors is dependent on their deformation. Thus, understanding the neural behaviour of the FCL's sensory components, which is crucial in understanding low back pain, requires knowing the mechanics and micromechanics of the FCL, as well as the axon -ECM interaction. Perhaps the greatest challenge, however, is bridging the many decades of length scale between spinal motions (approx. 1-10 mm) and neuronal stretch (approx. 1-10 mm). One must consider how large-scale loads and motions deform the complex, anisotropic, heterogeneous tissue, and one must translate the resulting tissue deformation into neuronal deformations.
In this study, we developed a computational structurebased multiscale approach that connects physiological spine motions to local tissue mechanics and micromechanics, and from there to the mechanics of the embedded nerve fibres. We first constructed a structure-based multiscale finiteelement (FE) model based on the measured fibre structure, and we then used this model to obtain the FCL's strains during physiological motions. A supervised machine learning approach, trained based on our previous axon-fibre model [6] , was used next to estimate the mechanical response of the underlying axons during spinal motions. Figure 1 shows an overview of our methodology to estimate the mechanical response of the axon during spinal motions. Our approach can be divided into two stages (large dashed boxes): (i) the creation of an anatomically realistic model of the FCL in vivo and (ii) the conversion of the outputs from that model into forces and stretches experienced by the axon.
Methods
For the first stage, an existing L4-L5 motion segment model in Abaqus (figure 2a) [7] served as the initial computational step, from which macroscopic loads were used to calculate vertebral kinematics. Details of the simulations to obtain vertebral kinematics are provided in electronic supplementary material, section 1. Specifically, we considered the spinal motions of flexion, extension, ipsilateral and contralateral bending, and ipsilateral axial rotation. To simulate each motion, the L5 vertebrae was held fixed, an axial follower load of 500 N along superior-inferior direction (approximate body weight load) followed by a 7.5 N-m moment in each corresponding direction, on the L4 vertebrae. To translate those kinematic outputs into FCL deformation, we created a conforming, anatomically realistic multiscale FE model of the FCL. The model-creation process required morphing a geometric model from a previous FCL m-CT (computed tomography) scan [8] so that its bony insertion surfaces conformed to the facet capsule insertion sites in the motion-segment model; details for this morphing process are provided in electronic supplementary material, section 2, and the final geometry and mesh are shown in figure 2b . The model also required detailed structural information. We had previously [5] used polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT) to characterize the fibre architecture of six cadaveric FCLs that had been dissected from the bone and placed in a planar configuration. The planar alignment maps were morphed onto the FE mesh of figure 2b so as to produce a final multiscale model with realistic geometry and realistic, spatially distributed fibre architecture (figure 2c). Note that we constructed six models of the FCL which were only different in their distribution of the fibre orientations; all models had the same geometry. Details on structure morphing/mapping are given in electronic supplementary material, section 3.
The resulting model was used in our multiscale FE scheme [9, 10] as shown in figure 3 and summarized briefly here. Each element within the model domain (figure 3a) had eight integration (Gauss) points (figure 3b), each of which was associated with an independent representative volume element (RVE; figure 3c), containing a fibre network (figure 3d) based on mapped OCT-based fibre architecture (figure 2c). The fibre network was modelled in parallel with a neo-Hookean component (figure 3e) representing the non-fibrillar matrix component of the FCL. Displacements from the macroscopic scale were passed down and provide boundary displacements for each RVE. The fibre network, which consisted of nonlinear springs connected at freely rotating joints, was equilibrated so that there was no net force on any internal node. The average stress in the network, combined with the neoHookean stress from the non-fibrillar material, was then passed back up to the macroscopic scale, and the entire process iterated until convergence to macroscopic and microscopic equilibrium. Additional detail on the method can be found in electronic supplementary material, section 4, and in our previous papers [9, 10] . Six separate multiscale models, each for a different fibre orientation based on the calculated three-dimensional (3D) fibre orientation, were constructed. Finally, to perform the simulations, the calculated displacement from the previous sections was applied to each medial insertion point while the lateral boundary was held fixed in all degrees of freedom. These calculations completed the first stage of the schematic in figure 1 .
For the second stage, in our previous work [6] , we constructed a model of a fibre network with an embedded cylindrical axon segment with the long axis parallel to the primary fibre orientation in the network. We then estimated the forces acting on the cell membrane of an axon and the stretch of microtubules in that axon when the surrounding tissue fibre network was exposed to a test strain. Specifically, loading conditions were selected to correspond to all independent components of the strain tensor in the axon-based coordinate system. Taking Z to be the direction of axon alignment, and noting the transverse isotropy (xy) of the system, the five necessary strains were E xx , E zz , E xy , E xz and E zx . The fibre networks were subjected to 40% strain for each case, and different nerve response metrics were quantified. In the current work, we focus on two metrics: the maximum longitudinal microtubule stretch l max and the average cell membrane force F avg . For each strain, a corresponding l max and F avg were calculated. Under the assumption that the effects of different strains superimpose linearly, the effects arising from any strain were calculated by the expression
and and F avg as a function of position for the multiscale FE simulations from stage 1, the coordinate system at each Gauss point was rotated into the primary fibre direction; the Z axis is always along the axon's long axis (local fibre orientation), but to specify the perpendicular X and Y axes in the plane normal to the Z axis, we rotated the paired X and Y axes with increments of 10 8 and then chose the pair which maximized l max and F avg . Also, the tensors k ij and m ij for each degree of fibre orientation were calculated by linear interpolation of the data in table 1, and E ij was taken from the FE results.
To analyse the results, we first computed the maximum and minimum principal Green strain fields for each motion, after which we compared the mean values from our model with those obtained experimentally to validate our results. We then calculated the fields of microtubule stretch and average force on axon to compare the impact of different motions on neurons.
Results
We present our results in two sections. First, to assess the validity of our model, we compare its output with experimental data from the literature. Next, we report model predictions of quantities that cannot be measured experimentally.
Comparison with experimental measurements
Ianuzzi et al. [11] applied various moments to cadaveric spines and measured the FCL strains during flexion, extension, and lateral bending to either side. Since Ianuzzi et al. did not include an axial load in their loading protocol, we took the reference configuration for their experiment to be equivalent to the state in our model right after the application of the axial load. The mean maximum and minimum principal strains with respect to the intervertebral angle (IVA) from Ianuzzi et al. and from our simulations were compared. The IVA was calculated as the angle between the L4's inferior and L5's superior endplates, with respect to the initial angle. Ipsilateral bending (lateral bending to left) and extension produce positive IVA values, and contralateral bending and flexion produce negative IVA values.
Model-predicted average strains matched well (figure 4) with those reported by Ianuzzi et al. Figure 1 . The overview of the methodology to estimate the mechanical behaviour of nerves (axons) during spinal motions. The dashed red boxes show the two major steps of this methodology. In step one (top box), structure-based multiscale models during different motions are constructed. In step two (bottom box), the results of this model are used to estimate nerve response. The grey boxes with dashed outline are the inputs.
our model shown in figure 4 are the average across the six models. The root-mean-square error values between the model and Ianuzzi's data for the mean maximum principal strain for the flexion, extension, contralateral and ipsilateral motions were 1.8%, 0.9%, 0.8%, and 2.0%, respectively. The corresponding values for the minimum principal Green strain are 1.2%, 2.4%, 0.5% and 3.5%. Our results suggest that the absolute values of maximum and minimum strains increase with increase in the absolute value of the IVA. Ianuzzi et al. reported the same trend for their strain values, with the exception of minimum principal strains during ipsilateral bending, where the absolute value initially rises and then drops anomalously. This anomaly could be due to inconsistency in measuring strains experimentally and hence large error bars for the second data point. The subsequent rise in the absolute value of the third data point (not shown here) further confirms this inconsistency. 
Model prediction of unmeasured quantities
We henceforth refer to the maximum principal Green strain in the tissue as 'tissue strain', maximum microtubule stretch (strain) as 'microtubule stretch (strain)', and average force on axon as 'axon surface force'. Our results suggest that, for the range of applied moments, spinal extension (EXT) yields the largest tissue strain values, whereas contralateral bending (CLB) and flexion (FLX) generate lower strain magnitudes (figure 5a). Even though the same magnitude of moment was applied, the peak tissue strain values during extension, ipsilateral bending, ipsilateral axial rotation, and flexion are 3-6 times greater than that during contralateral bending.
The relative variation of the nerve response metrics between different motion types is similar to that of the tissue strain (figure 5a). To provide a clearer comparison among the three parameters, figure 5a shows the microtubule strain instead of stretch. The mean values are normalized for tissue strain, microtubule strain and axon surface force. Both microtubule stretch and axon surface force are highest in spinal extension, followed by ipsilateral bending, axial rotation, flexion, and finally, contralateral bending.
The mechanical behaviour of the nerve changes monotonically and nearly linearly with the tissue strains in our model (figure 5b). For the lower-strain motions (CLB, FLX, AXR), microtubule strain and axon surface force show almost identical dependence on tissue strain, with a slight attenuation of the strain across scale; for a roughly fourfold increase in tissue strain from CLB to AXR, there is about a threefold increase in Table 1 . Figure 5 . (a) Normalized peak maximum first principal Green strain, peak maximum microtubule stretch, and peak average force on the axon for various spine motions of flexion (FLX), extension (EXT), contralateral bending (CLB), ipsilateral bending (ILB), and ipsilateral axial rotation (AXR). (b) Peak average force on the axon and peak maximum microtubule stretch are shown with respect to the peak maximum first principal Green strain.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180550 microtubule strain and axon surface force. For the higher-strain motions (ILB, EXT), however, the two curves diverge, with microtubule strain more sensitive than axon surface force.
The relatively small error bars in figure 5 suggest that the differences in fibre orientations from different samples had a small effect on the values of peak tissue strain values, microtubule strain, or axon surface force, during any of the motion types.
Although the average behaviour is similar for all metrics, the finer details show considerable variation. Figure 6 . The maximum first principal Green (tissue) strain, maximum microtubule stretch, and average force on axon surface fields for a representative FCL during five motions of flexion, extension, contralateral bending, ipsilateral bending, and ipsilateral axial rotation. Scale bars were adjusted so the spatial distribution of forces could be seen in all plots.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180550 the spatial distribution of tissue strain, microtubule stretch and axon surface force for a representative subject during different motions. To compare the magnitudes between different motions, figure 7 shows the same results where all motions have the same colour scale bar. Our results show that the lumbar FCL undergoes spatially non-uniform strains during each motion. The degree of this nonuniformity, the distribution and the magnitudes of the strains depend on the type of motion. Extension and ipsilateral bending generate strains over a broad region, whereas contralateral bending, ipsilateral axial rotation, and especially flexion yield smaller strain concentration areas.
Heterogeneity of both the strain field and the fibre orientation field leads to nonuniformity in the distribution of nerve response metrics. Similar to strain fields, the level of nonuniformity in the nerve response metrics fields depends on the motion type. In contrast to the strain fields, however, flexion results in a wide area of relatively high microtubule stretch, while the hotspot region during extension is more focused. The areas of concentrated axon surface force are generally smaller than those of elevated microtubule stretch and first principal Green strain.
Our results showed that the region of large nerve loading does not necessarily coincide with that of large tissue strain. For the sample shown in figure 6 , for example, large tissue strains arose in the centre of the ligament during extension, but there was no corresponding nerve loading in that region, and a similar result was seen in ipsilateral bending. Based on comparing two of our representative samples during flexion (figure 8), the distribution of the tissue strain fields were more generalizable between samples, whereas the nerve response metrics (microtubule stretch and force on axon) were more unique. Although for both samples we see the peak microtubule stretch and force on axon regions in the middle, the area and the distribution of these peak regions were different, which means that the fibre structure does play a significant role in terms of such microscopic metrics. This difference was less highlighted for the maximum tissue strain.
Discussion
In this work, we developed subject-specific (n ¼ 6) structurebased multiscale model of the human left lumbar FCL to predict the strain fields during various physiological motions. These results were validated by comparison to experimental data from the literature [11] , showing good agreement with experiment in terms of tissue strain versus intervertebral angle for all of the motions tested. Extending the available experimental data, our model also showed significant heterogeneity in the strain field within the tissue, a result of the highly heterogeneous tissue fibre microstructure and the complex tissue geometry and loading. Some regions show much larger strains than the overall tissue average, which could be important if one is concerned about tissue damage.
The effect of heterogeneity is even more pronounced when considering the effect of spinal loading on the nerves innervating the FCL. Perhaps the two most important findings of this study were (i) that the distribution of axon surface forces was both heterogeneous and different from the distribution of axonal microtubule stretches and (ii) that different motions lead to different regions of maximum axon loading. It is therefore essential to obtain better information on how different loading mechanisms affect the nerve and whether they are synergistic. It should be asked whether a broad area of moderate loading is more likely to be injurious than a local area of high loading, and even what 'moderate' and 'high' loading mean in this context must be determined. Our model provides a tool to predict how macroscopic loads are translated to the microscopic scale, but the biological consequences of such microscopic loads remain unclear.
The two metrics of axonal loadings used in this study were chosen based on their potential impact on function and pain. Overstretched microtubules could become damaged and contribute to axonal degeneration [12, 13] . Furthermore, stretch-gated membrane channels [14, 15] could be opened in response to forces acting on the axon surface, leading to functional changes that could eventually contribute to low back pain. In both cases, however, it is not experimentally feasible to measure the load transfer from joint scale to the axonal scale, so computational analysis is necessary to explore how different loads and loading types could contribute differently to injury. Importantly, we found that both metrics tracked with gross measures of tissue strain well, which would suggest that if one only cares about the amount of load being applied to an axon, a purely rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180550 macroscopic model could be used. The location and extent of the high-load regions within the FCL, however, vary considerably with loading type and do not necessarily colocalize with the peak macroscopic strains. In particular, one would expect certain combinations of load, such as flexion and contralateral bending, to have synergistic interactions because they tend to affect similar regions within the FCL (figure 6); flexion and ipsilateral bending, however, would not lead to as severe an interaction. This idea is consistent with clinical experience. The provocative lumbar quadrant test [16, 17] is commonly used in the clinic to reproduce a patient's symptoms. During the test, the patient undergoes a combination of extension, ipsilateral bending and ipsilateral axial rotation. Our results show that these motions lead to the most severe neuronal deformation/loading over nearly the same region. Thus, such overlap is expected to be synergistic and cause pain during the lumbar quadrant test. The fact that different motions produce different strain fields and different axon stretch/load fields could allow a sensory array of embedded nerves to perform a proprioceptive function. That is, if there are proprioceptors distributed over the FCL, based on their firing threshold, different motions would cause different sets of neurons to fire (or the same neurons to fire at different rates), allowing the brain to determine the relative positions of the two vertebrae.
Our study showed that the resulting tissue strain fields are more generalizable between different samples compared to nerve response metrics which were more uniquely distributed. The distribution of these fields is influenced by the overall impact of the geometry, boundary conditions and fibre structure. The specificity of the distribution of the nerve response metrics means that the impact of geometry and boundary conditions, which were similar for all samples, dominates the impact of subject-specific fibre structure. On the other hand, the similarity between the tissue strain fields raises the question of whether a fibre-based model is necessitated to capture the macroscopic behaviour. The fibre structures between different samples, regardless of their differences, have common characteristics [5, 18] . For instance, nearly for most samples, fibres primarily run across the joint direction (lateral-medial). Therefore, to truly assess the necessity of fibre-based models, we must compare our results with ones which ignore the image-based fibre structures, e.g. the isotropic models. In addition, to better assess the 'uniqueness' or 'generalizability', a quantitative criterion needs to be established to determine the significance in the difference between fibre-based models and more simplified ones, and even between different fibre architectures.
This study contains several methodological limitations. While it is a common practice to acquire anatomical geometry via segmentation of scans, we obtained our geometry of the FCL based on a morphing method and the assumption that the boundaries of the FCL geometry must be located on the spinal facets of the adjacent vertebrae. Since the FCL is not identifiable via commonly clinical imaging modalities, requiring more high-resolution modalities such as m-CT, a numerical approach with valid assumptions was a necessary and reusable alternative. While our approach is rapid and cheap, it does not guarantee a precise anatomical geometry. Moreover, fullthickness, on-joint measurement of collagen fibre organization of the FCL is not yet feasible experimentally, and therefore we estimated our collagen fibre orientation distributions by mapping measured planar data onto our 3D geometry. The mapped fibre organizations do not reflect the variations throughout the thickness of the FCL, and errors could have been introduced during the mapping process. As more accurate and advanced imaging technologies emerge, more accurate anatomical information will become available and should be used to improve models of this type.
Our model finds spinal extension to induce the largest strains, while spinal flexion and contralateral bending result in lower strain values. This observation depends on our choice of stress-free configuration. In this study, we assumed that the FCL to be completely unloaded prior to the application of the body weight. When we simulate the body weight as an axial load on the L4 vertebra while the L5 vertebra is fixed, L4 rotates posteriorly and undergoes a slight extension-type motion. As a result, the FCL is effectively preloaded in our simulations in a manner similar to spinal extension. The effect of an applied extension moment is thus amplified, and the effect of a flexion moment is attenuated relative to the case of no initial load.
One of the major shortcomings of the model presented herein is the relative lack of accurate mechanical property data for the tissue and the axon (as extensively discussed in [6] ). We used reasonable values based on the literature [19] [20] [21] , and we would expect the broad trends observed in this study to be preserved across a range of conditions, but it is important to recognize that the specific values computed in this work can only be as accurate as the data put into the model. It is also recognized that the linear transformation from tissue strains to axonal loading metrics given in equations (2.1) and (2.2) and table 1 is an approximation to what is surely a more complex interaction. Since this work is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to use detailed micromechanics to link joint loading to axon loading, the linear approach is a suitable starting point, but it is a starting point, not an endpoint.
Finally, the lack of experimental measurements to validate our computational results, especially the neuron-fibre model [6] , remains a limitation of the current study. To yield meaningful and valuable results despite the lack of experimental results, our study focused on the comparison between various spinal motions, but having our results compared to those obtained experimentally would allow greater confidence in the results and could guide future refinement of the model. Measuring in vivo or in vitro neural strains due to various modes of tissue deformation, with simultaneous fibre structure quantification, would the ideal setting to provide experimental data. Although our current technological (e.g. imaging) limitations are prohibitive in obtaining such data, future advances might overcome this issue.
In spite of these limitations, the current study provides insight into how different joint-level loads could generate tissue strain and, as a result, axon stretch or loading throughout the lumbar FCL, using realistic anatomy at the tissue level and accounting for individual variation in tissue architecture. By using axonbased metrics of load, we have the potential to compare different types of bending or combinations thereof in terms of a single, meaningful standard. Perhaps as important as our results for the lumbar FCL, the methods described in this paper could translate to any innervated orthopaedic tissue [22] [23] [24] provided that anatomical and structural data are available. 
